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Abstract

An important problem in machine learning
and statistics is to identify features that
causally affect the outcome. This is often
impossible to do from purely observational
data, and a natural relaxation is to identify
features that are correlated with the outcome
even conditioned on all other observed fea-
tures. For example, we want to identify that
smoking really is correlated with cancer con-
ditioned on demographics. The knockoff pro-
cedure is a recent breakthrough in statistics
that, in theory, can identify truly correlated
features while guaranteeing that false discov-
ery rate is controlled. The idea is to create
synthetic data—knockoffs—that capture cor-
relations among the features. However, there
are substantial computational and practical
challenges to generating and using knockoffs.
This paper makes several key advances that
enable knockoff application to be more effi-
cient and powerful. We develop an efficient
algorithm to generate valid knockoffs from
Bayesian Networks. Then we systematically
evaluate knockoff test statistics and develop
new statistics with improved power. The pa-
per combines new mathematical guarantees
with systematic experiments on real and syn-
thetic data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Identifying important features is an ubiquitous problem
in machine learning and statistics. In relatively simple
settings, the importance of a given feature is measured
via the fitted parameters of some model. Consider Gen-
eralized Linear Models (GLM) for example, users often
add a LASSO penalty (Tibshirani, 1996) to promote
sparsity in the coefficients, and subsequently select
those features with non-zero coefficients. Step-wise
procedures where we sequentially modify the model are
another way of doing feature selection (Mallows, 1973;
Akaike, 1974; Raftery, 1986).

These standard methods are all plagued by correlations
between the features: a feature that is not really rele-
vant for the outcome, in a precise sense we will define in
Section 2, can be selected by LASSO or Step-wise pro-
cedure, because it is correlated with relevant features.
The feature selection problem becomes even more diffi-
cult in more complex settings where we may not have
a clean parametric model relating input features to
the labels. Moreover, in these settings we usually lack
statistical guarantees on the validity of the selected
features. Finally, even procedures with statistical guar-
antees usually depend on having valid p-values, which
are based on a correct modeling of Y |X and (some-
times) assume some asymptotic regime. However, there
are many common settings where these assumptions
fail and we cannot perform inference based on those
p-values (Sur and Candès, 2018).

A powerful new approach called Model-X knockoff pro-
cedure (Candès et al., 2018) has recently emerged to
deal with these issues. This method introduces a new
paradigm: we no longer assume any model for the dis-
tribution of Y |X in order to do feature selection (and
therefore do not compute p-values), but we assume that
we have full knowledge of the feature distribution PX –
or at least we can accurately model it. This knowledge
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of the ground truth PX allows us to sample new knock-
off variables X̃ satisfying some precise distributional
conditions. Although we make no assumption on Y |X,
we can run any procedure on the data set extended
with the knockoffs and perform feature selection while
controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR). Statistical
guarantees no longer rely on valid p-values whenever
our model for Y |X is correct, but exclusively on having
valid knockoffs, obtained whenever we know PX (or
our model for PX is correct).

There are two main obstacles to using knockoffs in prac-
tice (i.e. “for the mass”): 1) tractably generating valid
knockoffs and 2) once we have generated knockoffs,
computing powerful test statistics. Current tractable
methods for generating knockoffs are restricted to the
settings where X is modeled as a multivariate Gaus-
sian (Candès et al., 2018) or as the set of observed
nodes in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Sesia et al.,
2017). Even though knockoff methods enjoy some ro-
bustness properties when approximating PX (Barber
et al., 2018), the guarantee on FDR control breaks
down even in very simple settings if these approxima-
tions turn out to be too crude, as we demonstrate in
this paper. Sequential conditional independent pairs
algorithm (SCIP) (Candès et al., 2018) is a univer-
sal knockoff sampling scheme but is computationally
intractable as soon as we model PX by more com-
plex distributions. Constructing tractable knockoff
sampling procedures for more flexible classes of distri-
butions used to model PX is essential to improve the
validity of knockoffs, which is always subject to the
quality of the approximation. Regarding test statistics,
current methods (Barber et al., 2015; Candès et al.,
2018; Sesia et al., 2017; Barber et al., 2018) focus on
LASSO-based statistics to obtain proxies for the im-
portance of any given feature: such methods need to
fit a GLM to the data, which is too restrictive in many
supervised learning tasks.

Our Contributions. First, we formulate a novel
tractable procedure for sampling knockoffs in settings
where features can be modeled as the observed variables
in a Bayesian Network. This allows for great flexibility
when modeling the feature distribution PX . We show
that this procedure is different from SCIP, which is the
current state-of-the-art method to sample knockoffs.
We construct valid knockoffs in settings where previous
knockoff sampling procedures assumed a very restrictive
model for PX and therefore failed to control FDR,
and provide a unified framework for several different
sampling procedures. In addition, we systematically
evaluate and compare several nonlinear knockoff test
statistics which can be applied in general supervised
learning problems. We develop a new statistic, Swap
Integral, which has significantly better power than other

methods. These two advances enable us to perform
feature selection using black-box classifiers to represent
Y |X while still retaining statistical guarantees under
correct modeling of PX .

2 KNOCKOFF BACKGROUND

We begin by introducing the usual setting of feature se-
lection procedures. We consider the data as a sequence
of i.i.d. samples from some unknown joint distribution:
(Xi1, . . . , Xid, Yi) ⇠ PXY , i = 1, . . . , n. We then define
the set of null features H0 ⇢ {1, . . . , d} by j 2 H0

if and only if Xj ?? Y |X�j (where the �j subscript
indicates all variables except the jth). The non-null
features, also called alternatives, are important because
they capture the truly influential effects: each non-null
feature is correlated with the label Y even conditioned
on rest of the features. Our goal is to identify these
non-null features. Running the knockoff procedure
gives us a selected set Ŝ ⇢ {1, . . . , d}, while controlling
for False Discovery Rate (FDR), which stands for the
expected rate of false discoveries: FDR = E

h
|Ŝ\H0|

|Ŝ|_1

i
.

Assuming we know the ground truth for the distribu-
tion PX (we’ll come back to the realistic setting where
we only have samples of X), the first step of the knock-
off procedure is to obtain a knockoff sample X̃ that
satisfies the following conditions:
Definition 2.1 (Knockoff sample). A knockoff sam-
ple X̃ of a d-dimensional random variable X is a d-
dimensional random variable such that two properties
are satisfied:

• Conditional independence: X̃ ?? Y |X
• Exchangeability :

[X, X̃]swap(S)
d
= [X, X̃] 8S ⇢ {1, . . . , d}

where d
= stands for equality in distribution and the

notation [X, X̃]swap(S) refers to the vector where the
original jth feature and the jth knockoff feature have
been transposed whenever j 2 S.

The first condition is immediately satisfied as long as
knockoffs are sampled conditioned on the sample X
without considering any information about Y , which
will always be the case in our sampling methods. More
generally we say that any f : Rd

⇥ Rd
! R such that

f([x, x̃]swap(S)) = f([x, x̃]) satisfies the exchangeability
property.

Once we have the knockoff sample X̃, the next
step of the procedure constructs feature statistics
W = (W1, . . . ,Wd), such that a high value for Wj 2 R
is evidence that the jth feature is non-null. Feature
statistics described by Candès et al. (2018) depend
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only on [X, X̃] 2 RN⇥2d, Y 2 RN such that for each
j 2 {1, . . . , d} we can write Wj = wj([X, X̃], Y ) for
some function wj . The only restriction these statistics
must satisfy is the flip-sign property : swapping the jth
feature and its corresponding knockoff feature should
flip the sign of the statistic Wj while leaving other fea-
ture statistics unchanged. More formally, for a subset
S ⇢ {1, . . . , d} of features, denoting [X, X̃]swap(S) the
data matrix where the original jth variable and its
corresponding knockoff have been transposed whenever
j 2 S, we require that wj satisfies:

wj([X, X̃]swap(S), Y ) =

(
�wj([X, X̃], Y ), if j 2 S.

wj([X, X̃], Y ), otherwise.

As suggested by Candès et al. (2018), the choice
of feature statistics can be done in two steps:
first, find a statistic Z = Z([X, X̃], Y ) =
(Z1, . . . , Zd, Z̃1, . . . , Z̃d) 2 R2d where each coordinate
corresponds to the “importance” — hence we will call
them importance scores — of the corresponding feature
(either original or knockoff). For example, Zj would be
the absolute value of the regression coefficient of the
jth feature.

After obtaining the importance score for the original
and knockoff feature, we compute the feature statis-
tic Wj = Zj � Z̃j . The intuition is that importance
scores of knockoffs serve as a control, such that larger
importance score of the jth feature compared to that
of its knockoff implies larger Wj (and therefore is evi-
dence against the null). Given that feature statistics
of the null features behave “symmetrically” around 0
by the flip-sign property, the final selection procedure
compares, at a given threshold q > 0 the number of
features such that Wj > q vs. the number of those
such that Wj < �q (Candès et al., 2018). By keeping
this ratio “under control” for a given target FDR that
we fix in advance, we obtain an adaptive procedure
that selects features whose value Wj is above some
adaptive threshold. FDR control is guaranteed with
this procedure, as long as the knockoffs are sampled
correctly (i.e., satisfying the two conditions), regardless
of the choices made to construct the feature statistics
W (Candès et al., 2018).

The power of the knockoff procedure is that it makes
no assumptions on the relationship between X and
Y ; however, it requires full knowledge of the feature
distribution PX which is often not known and needs
to modeled. It is also important to notice that for any
model we use for PX , we are required to know how to
sample knockoffs from that model distribution. Cur-
rent classes of distributions having a tractable knockoff
sampling method have limited expressivity, and we
can find simple settings where using models limited
to these classes fails to provide valid knockoffs, and
consequently the FDR is not controlled. We provide

an example of such setting in Section 5. However, the
knockoff procedure is robust to small errors in the es-
timation of PX (Barber et al., 2018). Our method
for sampling knockoffs from a Bayesian network allows
us to fit a better distribution to the data resulting in
a better control of FDR up to some error term with
respect to the FDR we target (under the assumption
that our model distribution of PX is perfect, this pro-
cedure controls FDR at the target FDR). We discuss
in Appendix B the reasons why we expect our method
to be robust to model misspecification.

Note that setting X̃ = X satisfies the knockoff proper-
ties, but no discovery would be made since all of the
Wj would be zero. Therefore, in addition to generating
valid knockoffs in order to control FDR, it is also impor-
tant to consider the statistical power of the procedure,
which is the probability that a true alternative is se-
lected. This depends not only on the knockoff sampling
procedure, but also on the choice of the importance
scores. We discuss power in detail in Sections 4 and 5.

3 GENERATING KNOCKOFFS
FROM LATENT VARIABLE
MODELS

We first show how to generate knockoff samples from
a Gaussian mixture model, which is already a new
contribution, as a warm-up to our general procedure
to generating knockoffs from latent variable models.
This section relates just to the first step of the Model-X
knockoff procedure. We will consider different classes
of distributions used to model PX ; we do not consider
the response Y for this step.

Gaussian Mixture Knockoffs The setup:

• K is a categorical latent variable taking values in
{1, . . . , l}, where l � 2 is the number of mixtures.

• µk 2 Rd and ⌃k 2 Rd⇥d are the mean and variances
for component k, that are known or estimated.

• We observe a Rd-valued random variable X with
distribution

X|K=k ⇠ PX|K(x|K = k) = N (x;µk,⌃k)

For a multivariate Gaussian distribution, we can ex-
plicitly write a joint density PX,X̃|K on Rd

⇥ Rd that
satisfies the exchangeability property for a given K:

PX,X̃|K(x, x̃|K = k) =

N

 ✓
x

x̃

◆
;

✓
µk

µk

◆
,

✓
⌃k ⌃k �Dk

⌃k �Dk ⌃k

◆!

Dk is a diagonal matrix with the constraint that the
joint covariance matrix is positive definite (Barber
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et al., 2015). The Gaussian mixture knockoff sam-
pling procedure consists of first sampling the mixture
assignment variable from the posterior distribution
PK|X . The knockoff is then sampled from the con-
ditional distribution of the knockoff given the true
variable and the sampled mixture assignment defined
as QX̃|X,K(x̃|x,K = k). More explicitly:

K|X ⇠ PK|X(k|X) =
�kN (X;µk,⌃k)Pl
j=1 �jN (X;µj ,⌃j)

X̃|X,K=k ⇠ QX̃|X,K(x̃|X,K = k) = N
�
x̃; µ̃k, ⌃̃k

�

where

(
µ̃k = Dk⌃

�1
k µk + (Id �Dk⌃

�1
k )X

⌃̃k = 2Dk �Dk⌃
�1
k Dk

as PX,X̃|K = QX̃|X,KPX|K .

Proposition 3.1. The Gaussian mixture knockoff
sampling procedure stated above is such that X̃ is a
valid knockoff of X.

The proof is deferred to Appendix A.2. Once we com-
pute the necessary parameters µ̃k, ⌃̃k of these condi-
tional distributions, we can sample valid knockoffs for a
Gaussian mixture model. Whenever we no longer know
the ground truth for PX , Gaussian mixtures can ap-
proximate arbitrarily well any continuous distribution
(Bacharoglou, 2010), so we now have a very flexible
model for the feature distribution PX from which we
know how to tractably sample knockoffs. In a real set-
ting, the validity of our knockoffs will be limited by the
quality of the approximation of our model for PX – the
same way in a parametric model of Y |X the validity
of the p-values depends on the validity of model and
distributional assumptions (of the eventual random
noise, on the asymptotic regime, etc). Next we show
how to efficiently generate valid knockoffs for general
Bayesian Networks, which can be used to accurately
model PX in many settings.

Exchangeable Conjugate Our knockoff sampling
procedures will be based on the following idea. Instead
of keeping long range dependencies across all features
as SCIP does, we want to exploit the structure given
by the local conditional distributions of a Bayesian
network: sampling knockoffs becomes as hard as doing
probabilistic inference on the Bayesian network, and
sampling “local” knockoffs based on the local structure.

Definition 3.1. Let U 2 U , V 2 V be arbitrary multi-
dimensional random variables. For any given condi-
tional distribution PU |V (·|v), we say that QŨ |U,V (·|u, v)
is an exchangeable conjugate conditional if it is a prob-
ability kernel on (U ⇥ V)⇥ U such that, for any fixed
v, �v(u, ũ) := PU |V (u|v)QŨ |U,V (ũ|u, v) satisfies the
exchangeability property in (u, ũ).

In other words, if U is sampled conditionally on V ,
and then Ũ is sampled from the probability kernel
QŨ |U,V , then Ũ is a knockoff of U (conditionally on
V ). In some cases it is easy to find examples of such a
conjugate conditional distribution. If U is univariate,
then QŨ |U,V (·|u, v) = PU |V (·|v) is a valid conjugate
conditional. More generally, this choice is valid if the
coordinates of U are independent conditionally on V .
We can also construct valid conjugates when the dis-
tribution of U conditionally on V is Gaussian (Candès
et al., 2018) or a Markov chain (Sesia et al., 2017).

Sampling Knockoffs for Bayesian Networks

We define a procedure for sampling knockoffs when
we assume a generative model for PX . X corresponds
to the observed variables in a latent variable model
which we assume can be represented as a Bayesian Net-
work (BN): Gaussian Mixture Models, Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) (Poritz, 1988), Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), Naive Bayes (Friedman
et al., 1997) and many other Bayesian models fit this
description. Consider a BN defined by the directed
acyclic graph (DAG) (G,E) with cardinality m = |G|

where the index is a topological ordering. XO and
XH refer respectively to the observed variables and
the hidden ones: we have restated our initial set of
features X as XO, and we want to construct knockoffs
by leveraging our knowledge about the DAG. The only
restriction is that the observed variables must corre-
spond to nodes in the graph without descendents. It is
important to notice that here, the variables associated
to a node of the DAG can be multi-dimensional, which
sometimes simplifies the sampling procedure (an exam-
ple are knockoffs for HMM, detailed in Appendix A.3).

We assume that we can sample from PH|O (for simplic-
ity we refer to the random variables by their indices),
the conditional probability of the hidden variables given
the observed ones. Assume also that, for every node
i, we can compute the local conditional probability
P i|MB(i) of Xi given its Markov blanket XMB(i), and
that we can compute a knockoff conjugate distribution
Qĩ|i,MB(i) of P i|MB(i) and sample X̃i from it, which
will be a “local” knockoff. We describe the knockoff gen-
erating procedure in Algorithm 1 and further discuss
the assumptions on the inputs on Appendix A.3.
Theorem 3.2. The distribution of the concatenated
random variables (XO, X̃O) satisfies the exchangeability
property. That is, X̃O is a valid knockoff of XO.

The proof is in Appendix A.4. This sampling method
is not equivalent to the Sequential Conditional Inde-
pendent Pairs (SCIP) introduced in (Candès et al.,
2018). Consider the simple case with one observed
multi-dimensional variable X and one hidden variable
H. SCIP would sample each coordinate X̃i of X̃ se-
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Algorithm 1: Knockoff Sampling Procedure in BN
Input : Initial sample XO, conditional distribution

PH|O, conjugate conditionals Qĩ|i,MB(i) for
every node i.

Output :Knockoff sample X̃O

1 Sample XH ⇠ PH|O(·|XO);
2 for i = 1 to m do

3 Sample X̃i ⇠

Qĩ|i,MB(i)(·|X̃{1:i�1}\MB(i), X{i+1:m}\MB(i), Xi)
4 end

5 return X̃O = (X̃i)i2O

quentially by computing (for each knockoff sample)
conditional distributions of the joint probability distri-
bution of (X, X̃ji), without leveraging our knowledge
of the generative process. That is not computation-
ally feasible in an arbitrary generative model. Another
difference with respect to SCIP is that our sampling
procedure is not creating a knockoff from the full set of
hidden and observed variables: not all “local” knockoffs
are retained in the final output. That is, (X̃O, X̃H) is
not a valid knockoff for (XO, XH). We refer to Ap-
pendix A.3 for more details on these differences between
methods.

The HMM knockoff sampling procedure (Sesia et al.,
2017) and the Gaussian mixture sampling above are
special cases of Algorithm 1 (detailed in Appendix A.3).
Naive Bayes would have a straightforward knockoff sam-
pling scheme (as the observed nodes are independent
conditionally on the hidden node): given the observed
nodes, generate a sample for the hidden node (based
on the posterior distribution), then sample indepen-
dent knockoffs based on the sampled hidden node. We
provide in Appendix A.3 an additional example of a
DAG knockoff generating procedure based on the LDA
model.

4 POWER ANALYSIS:
EVALUATING IMPORTANCE
SCORE METHODS

The previous section shows how to generate valid knock-
offs X̃ for complex latent variable distributions. The
next challenge is to compute importance scores for each
original and knockoff feature; this was denoted as Zj

and Z̃j in Section. 2 (recall that the feature statistics
is Wj = Zj � Z̃j). While the knockoff procedure guar-
antees that the FDR is controlled for any importance
score, the power of the procedure—i.e. how many true
non-null features are discovered—is highly dependent
on the method for computing the importance score. In
this section we discuss several importance score meth-

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Comparison Between Importance

Score Methods (a) Synthetic data where Y |X is a
polynomial. Using a linear LASSO regression model to
generate importance scores results in near-zero power;
our proposed Swap Integral statistic achieves higher
power across all the target FDRs. (b) Swap Integral
and Permutation Integral achieve higher power com-
pared respectively to basic Swap and Permutation. (c)
Example of lambda path for Swap method.

ods applicable to a large family of predictive models
and also define new ones.

LASSO Coefficient-Difference (LCD) were used
as feature statistics by Candès et al. (2018). However,
for non-linear Y |X, using importance scores based on
a linear model assumption will result in low power as
LASSO is not able to fit the real input-output rela-
tionship (Figure 1(a)). Complex unknown non-linear
input-output relationship is an important restriction
if we want to use a parametric model to obtain impor-
tance scores through interpretable parameters.

Saliency Methods If Y |X is fitted using a neural
network, then one could compute saliency scores, a
popular metric for importance scores (Lipton, 2016;
Ghorbani et al., 2017). Saliency is computed for each
feature of each example, and averaged across all the
examples to derive a global importance score. In our
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experiments, we use Gradient (Baehrens et al., 2010;
Simonyan et al., 2013) and Integrated Gradients (Sun-
dararajan et al., 2017) saliency methods.

Importance Scores Based on Accuracy Drops

After a model is trained on the dataset ([X, X̃], Y ), for
each column of [X, X̃] 2 RN⇥2d, we create a new “fake”
feature column resulting in the “fake” set of features
[Xf , X̃f ], for example by permuting across samples
column-wise. Replacing each feature with its fake ver-
sion one at a time, the accuracy drop can be used as
the importance score Zj for that feature.

Note that achieving a high performance of the classifier
on the initial dataset is not necessary to generate these
importance scores, as our analysis is based on the
accuracy drops. Classifiers with low predictive power
can still be useful at determining non-null features, and
although they may not make many discoveries, FDR is
still controlled.

Permutation and Swapping Originally intro-
duced for Random Forests (Breiman, 2001), the Per-

mutation method creates each column of [Xf , X̃f ]
by simply shuffling the entries of the corresponding
column in [X, X̃]. Although the permutation method
may be effective at creating a new “fake” feature inde-
pendently from Y , it comes with an important issue:
when evaluating the classifier on the dataset where just
one of the features has been shuffled, for general distri-
butions of the features, we may end up with fake data
points that are completely off the original data distri-
bution and as a result outside of the learned manifold
of the predictive model. The classifier’s predictions on
these off-distribution regions of the input space where
it hasn’t been trained may be arbitrary. As a result,
the performance can potentially drop across all fea-
tures and their knockoffs, regardless of whether they
actually had an impact on Y . A simple illustration of
this phenomenon has been provided in Appendix E.

The main problem occurs with the non-null features, as
an unexpectedly large drop in accuracy for the control
knockoff feature would mask the non-null importance
score, hence limiting the possibility that it is selected.
When the original distribution PX of the features is a
mixture of Gaussians, permutation across any of the
features will create data points that do not lie on any
of the mixture components of PX , and as the number
of mixtures increases, the chance for a fake data point
to be off-distribution increases. We confirm this phe-
nomenon with synthetic data experiments Figure 3(a-c).
Power for the Permutation method strictly decreases
as the number of mixture components grows.

To tackle this problem, we introduce the Swap method
for importance scores. Instead of shuffling, for each

original feature column, we use its knockoff correspond-
ing column as its fake replacement and the other way
around: Xf = X̃ and X̃f = X. Keeping in mind the
exchangeability condition when generating knockoffs,
this method guarantees that replacing each feature with
its fake will result in data points that still belong to the
original data distribution, and therefore the problem
with fake data points moving to regions of the space
unknown to the predictive model is mitigated.

Path Integration Generates Importance Scores

with Better Power For a given parameter ��0, we
compute for each original feature the fake replacement
Xf

j (�) = Xj + �(X̃j �Xj) (and reciprocally for each
knockoff feature). The basic Swap (or Permutation)
method corresponds to � = 1, and we plot the feature
statistics W as a function of the parameter �, which we
call lambda path. We give an example of one such path
in Figure 1(c) for a simulation where the classifier is a
neural network with 3 fully connected layers, and Y is
categorical with 10 classes such that Y |X corresponds
to the level sets of a random polynomial of degree 3 of
the non-null features, and X comes from a mixture of
10 Gaussians. Similarly, we can also take lambda path
for the Permutation method, where we compute Xf

j (�)

by taking X̃j as the shuffled feature Xj . However, our
lambda path quickly becomes unstable as for � = 1 we
already get out of the data manifold.

Basic Swap and Permutation (which correspond to
� = 1) do not always give the best separation between
the null features (grey) and the alternate features (red).
This motivates taking the integral of the lambda path
and use the area under the curve as the feature statistic
W—we call this Swap Integral and, similarly, Per-

mutation Integral. For all of our experiments, we
integrate from � = 0 to � = 10. Figure 1(b) shows
that, for the same data as used in Figure 1(c), Swap
Integral and Permutation Integral methods are respec-
tively much more powerful than the basic Swap and
Permutation.

Our goal is to identify the classifier’s decision bound-
aries within the data manifold (thus likely to identify
relevant features). When considering a lambda path,
all comes down to choosing an appropriate direction
when translating each feature, and keeping track of the
decision boundaries crossed. We may temporarily step
out of the data manifold (indeed there is no guaran-
tee that the manifold is convex, our Gaussian mixture
model is especially well-suited for this) –and eventually
will be out of it. The integral (up to � = 10) assigns a
higher importance to boundaries crossed early on. As
the Swap Integral method “stays longer” in the data
manifold early on (� = 1 is still in it), it performs
better than when choosing an arbitrary direction (such
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as one given by a shuffled vector, i.e. the Permuta-
tion Integral). Knockoffs not only are useful for FDR
control, they also contain information about the data
manifold. The outcome of the following experiments
whenever we use Swap Integral does not substantially
change whenever � stays in the range 5 to 15.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We start by precising that we will not be able to com-
pare our DAG knockoff procedure (for the Gaussian
Mixture Model) with the more general SCIP procedure,
because the latter has no tractable formulation even for
very simple models like a simple multivariate Gaussian.

The Need for Mixture Models We give a rep-
resentative example of a simple setting where sim-
ply using the empirical covariance matrix to generate
the knockoff—i.e. assuming a single Gaussian model—
yields invalid knockoffs for which FDR is not controlled.

We generate data X from a mixture of three correlated
Gaussian random vectors in dimension 30. Approximat-
ing PX by a single Gaussian vector yields an empirical
covariance matrix which is dominated by the diago-
nal (and therefore considers PX as having independent
coordinates). We generate a binary outcome Y in a
logistic regression setting (such that the log odds of
Y = 1 is a linear combination of the features of X). The
linear combination is such that just the first 10 features
of X are non-null (i.e. have non zero coefficient, red),
the next 10 (null, black) features are correlated with
the non-nulls, and the last 10 are independent nulls.
During the knockoff procedure, the importance scores
Z are the absolute value of the logistic regression co-
efficients of each feature and the feature statistics W
are the difference of importance scores.

We run our knockoff procedure, modeling PX as a
mixture of three multivariate Gaussian variables fit-
ted via EM (Figure 2(a)), and as a single Gaussian
(Figure 2(b)). Importance scores Zj of the non-null
original features are high in both cases, and those of
the correlated null original features are also quite high.
Importance scores of valid knockoffs cancel out the cor-
related null original features’ importance scores, and
therefore the adaptively chosen threshold avoids se-
lecting nulls (Figure 2(a)). However, when modeling
by one mixture, the knockoffs corresponding to the
null features (10-20) have importance scores close to 0
(Figure 2(b)). As a result these correlated null features
are selected by the procedure and the FDR control
is broken. After 40 repetitions of the procedure (ran-
domly generating each run the parameters of PX and
sampling X), for a target FDR of 0.2, we get FDR
control when we use our mixture model knockoff (em-

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

Figure 2: FDR Control Fails for Non Valid

Knockoffs: We plot side by side the importance scores
for each feature (original and knockoff, 60 in total) for
one run of the simulation, and the feature statistics
computed as the difference between importance scores
of original vs. knockoff features (plotted in the first
30 indices). Selected features are those whose feature
statistic W is above the threshold.

pirical FDR: 0.1823) and fail to control FDR whenever
we fit the data with one single multivariate Gaussian
(empirical FDR: 0.5565).

Feature Selection in Synthetic Data We gener-
ate PX as mixtures of 5, 10 and 20 multivariate Gaus-
sians, and Y as polynomial functions of a subset of the
dimensions of X—i.e. these are the non-null features.
From each PX , we draw samples of X and Y , fit a
mixture of Gaussians and run our knockoff procedure.
Figure 3 (a-c) shows the power of five importance score
methods, and Swap Integral consistently achieves the
best power. In all of our experiments, the empirical
FDR is controlled at the target level (Appendix Fig-
ure 5).

Feature Selection in Real Data Our real-world
simulations are based on three datasets from the UK
biobank data and the Bank Marketing and Polish
Bankruptcy from the UCI repository (Dheeru and
Karra Taniskidou, 2017). We provide more informa-
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(a)

(b)

5 Mixture Components

10 Mixture Components

Bankruptcy Data Set

(f)

UK Biobank Data Set

(d)

(c)

20 Mixture Components

Bank Marketing Data Set

(e)

Figure 3: Power Comparison Between Impor-

tance Score Methods (a-c) As the number of mix-
ture components increases, the power of Swap Integral
method remains high while that of other methods de-
creases. (d-f) Power for Swap Integral method is as
good as and sometimes better than other methods on
real world data with synthetic labels.

tion in Appendix D. As our first experiment, in order
to have control over the non-null features, we created
synthetic labels for each dataset by randomly selecting
a subset of the features to be alternatives (the rest
are nulls) and use noisy polynomials on these features
to generate labels. Details of the data generation are
described in Appendix C. We fit each dataset with a
Gaussian mixture model using the AIC method (Akaike,
1992). AIC automatically selected 9, 15, and 25 number
of clusters for the UK Biobank, Bank Marketing and
Bankruptcy datasets, respectively. Then we apply our
Gaussian Mixture knockoff sampler to generate knock-
offs for each dataset. Average results for repeating this
procedure 100 times on each data set are reported in
Figure 3. Across the range of target FDRs, the Swap
Integral has at least as much power (and sometimes

much more) than the other feature statistic methods.
It is important to notice that, as we work with a real
dataset X that we cannot resample, our experiments
cannot provide us with empirical FDR values in order
to confirm FDR control. We expect that our model for
PX is accurate enough so that the robustness of the
procedure accounts for model inaccuracies.

As a discovery experiment, we run the knockoff pro-
cedure for feature selection on each of the three data
sets with the real labels –cancer in UK Biobank, tele-
marketing success in Marketing, and bankruptcy in
Bankruptcy. In all cases we train a neural network
binary classifier with 4 hidden layers of size 100. All
selected features are described in Appendix D. With
the real data, we do not have ground truth on which are
the true alternate features. However, knockoff selected
features make sense and some of the features agree with
previously reported literature. With target FDR of
0.3 (it can be shown that for small target FDR values
the knockoff procedure requires a minimum number of
rejections, which is why we selected a fairly large target
FDR), in UK Biobank cancer prediction, the knock-
off procedure selected 14 out of the total 284 features.
These 14 include Number of smoked cigarettes daily and
Wine intake. Eight out of ten features in Bank market-
ing data set were selected. For Bankruptcy prediction,
the knockoff procedure selected features including gross
profit and short-term liabilities.

Discussion The knockoff procedure is a powerful
framework for selecting important features while sta-
tistically controlling false discoveries. The two main
challenges of applying knockoffs in practice are the
difficulty in generating valid knockoffs and the choice
of importance scores. This paper takes a step toward
addressing both challenges. We develop a framework
to efficiently sample valid knockoffs from Bayesian Net-
works. We show that even a simple application of this
framework to generate knockoffs from Gaussian mixture
models already enables us to apply our procedure with
several real datasets, while being optimistic that FDR
is controlled. We also systematically evaluate and com-
pare the statistical power of several importance scores.
We propose a new score, Swap Integral, which is stable
and substantially more powerful. Swap Integral can be
applied on top of any classification model, including
neural networks and random forests. Note that Swap
Integral is a post-processing on top of a single trained
classifier and hence is computationally efficient. Our
results enable knockoffs to be more practically useful
and open many doors for future investigation.
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